
INTRODUCTION ELRO PRO Keypad Control AP55KE11: 

The ELRO PRO Keypad Control AP55KE11 is designed for use with the ELRO 10-ZONE PRO ALARM 
SYSTEM AP5500. The PRO Keypad Control is used to Arm, Part-Arm and Disarm the system, or give 
a panic alarm, by using a four digit User Access Code. 
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Installing and Configuring (put in Housecode) of the PRO Keypad Control: 

First step is to put your Alarm Panel in the Installation modus. Press ,             ? ? ? ?               (???? standard 
Master Password), display show 1.USER SETUP.  
Remove the fixing screw from the bottom edge of the PRO Keypad Control, and remove the mounting 
plate. Use the mounting plate to mark the holes to drill. Fix the mounting plate with provided wall plugs 
and screws.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Check if system jumper like on figure. In order to prevent unauthorised use you must configure your 
PRO Keypad Control. Because of security reasons this is not done by eight DIP switches like on the 
figure above. To configure the house code first check your house code of the Alarm Panel and other 
sensors. If the house is like above: 1-ON, 2-ON, 3-OFF, 4-ON, 5-OFF, 6-OFF, 7-OFF and 8-ON. We 
configure the code (of all the ON-positions) as the house code for the PRO Keypad Control: 1-2-4-8. 
Now press on the PRO Keypad Control,           followed by 1 2 3 4 (this is the standard code of the 
PRO Keypad Control!) and           again; the          will illuminate and flash twice. Press now your house 
code, followed by           the          will illuminate and flashes three times to confirm the setting. 

Next IMPORTANT step is to change the User Access Code: 

Press,           followed by the standard code 1234 and            , the         will illuminate once and flash 
twice. Enter now your NEW Access Code : ? ? ? ? and           the          will illuminate once and flash 
three times, to confirm setting. Change now the Installation modus of the Alarm Panel to Disarm 
Ready modus, by pressing             



Now we will test the PRO Keypad Control, and check the operating: 

Arm (full) the system: Press, ???? (your user access code) and             

Partial Arm: Press, ????  (your user access code) and             or  

Disarm: Press, ????  (your user access code) and            

All these action will be confirmed:            will illuminate and          will flash green to confirm 
transmission. Always check if the          flashed! 

Panic Alarm: 

Press and hold the PARM1 and PARM2 together more than 2 seconds until          flashes rapidly. 

Disabling the PRO Keypad Control: 

If a sequence of more than 16 incorrect key presses is entered, the Keypad will be disabled for 
1 minute. If consecutively disabled 3 times, the Keypad will emit a Tamper signal to the control panel with   
         LED flashing slowly.  
Note: When the Keypad is disabled for 1 minute, the         LED will flash slowly, indicating that the 
Keypad is shut down temporarily. During this 1 minute, any key presses will be treated as invalid 
pressing. After the elapse of 1 minute, correct inputting will be accepted. 
 

For more information about the ELRO 10-ZONE PRO ALARM SYSTEM AP5500 visit www.elro.eu 

 

 

 

 

  

    

http://www.elro.eu/

